
MODEL DESCRIPTION

Overall Model Structure

A spatially explicit, process-oriented model of grassland, shrubland, savanna, and
forested ecosystems (SAVANNA, version 5a)(Coughenour 1992, 1999, 2002) was parameterized
and tested for the Yellowstone ecosystem. The model is composed of site water balance, plant
biomass production, plant population dynamics, litter decomposition and nitrogen cycling,
ungulate herbivory, ungulate spatial distribution, ungulate energy balance, and ungulate
population dynamics, predation, and predator population dynamics submodels. The time-step of
the model is one week. The model is spatially explicit (i.e., it is sensitive to spatial position) in
that it uses geographic information systems (GIS) data for soils, vegetation, topography, and
other variables. A mosaic of grid-cells covers landscape- or regional-scale ecosystems. Grid-cell
size is scaled to the spatial extent of the simulated spatial domain so as to maintain a sufficient
degree of realism in capturing landscape-scale heterogeneity while keeping run-time to an
acceptable length. Within each grid-cell the model simulates three vegetation patch types or
“facets.” These are defined by the fractional covers of herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees.
Within each facet, the model simulates plant growth and soil water budgets. Variables results are
scaled-up to the grid-cell level by multiplying the variables by the fractions of the grid-cell area
covered by each facet, and summing the products over all facets.

Plant Submodels

The plant growth submodel simulates net primary production (NPP) and the turnover of
plant biomass. The plant population submodel represents herbaceous plants in terms of basal
cover and woody plants in terms of plant numbers. The growth and population models are
described in more detail elsewhere (Coughenour 2005a). Here, I describe the key processes
involved in plant responses to herbivory. 

Photosynthesis is simulated affected light, water, temperature, and plant nitrogen
concentration. Herbivory may affect photosynthesis directly or indirectly. The direct effect is the
removal of photosynthetic leaf area. By removing transpiring leaf area, herbivory may prolong
soil moisture availablity, and thus photosynthesis. Light interception is modeled using a Beer’s
law formulation. Three canopy layers are simulated. Consequently, herbivory may reduce self
shading by reducing both live and senescent shoot tissues.

Allocation of photosynthate to roots vs. shoots is affected by phenology, water, and
nitrogen. Under increasing water or nitrogen limitation, allocation to roots increases. Thus,
herbivory may decrease allocation to roots by alleviating soil water or nitrogen limitations. In
later phenological stages, allocation to roots increases. The fractional allocation to leaves, stems,
and inflorescences depends upon species or plant functional group. 

Phenology normally progresses with time, but herbivory may keep plants in a juvenile
growth stage if shoot:root ratio is kept low. This may, in turn, alter root:shoot allocation as just
described. Leaf nitrogen concentration declines with advancing phenological state. Irrespective of



herbivory, plants go into dormancy at the end of the growing season in response to daylength or
cold temperatures. When leaves senesce, nitrogen is retranslocated back into the perenniating
root system. Thus, when herbivory occurs during winter, plants loses less nitrogen. 

Shoot and root tissues turn over at a nominal rates, but mortality rates increase under
increasing soil moisture stress. For example, fine-leaved grass shoots are assumed to have a life
span of 200 days, but as soil moisture declines to zero, life span declines to 15 days. Roots turn
over every 1.5 years, but when the soil is completely dry, root longevity is reduced to 0.5 year.
When leaves senesce, nitrogen is retranslocated back into the perenniating root system. Thus, if
herbivory occurs during winter when leaves are primarily senescent, the plant loses less nitrogen
than if herbivory occurs during the growing season.

Plants maintain a pool of labile carbon, largely consisting of carbohydrates. Early
regrowth in the spring or following grazing is supported by this pool until needs can be met by
photosynthesis. The pool is replenished in later phenological stages. 

Herbaceous population dynamics are represented in terms of a basal cover index. The
basal cover index expands when  root biomass is high relative to the root biomass that would be
expected given the current basal cover. It decreases when root biomass is low relative to expected
root biomass. Maximum shoot biomass is limited by basal cover, thus there is a population
constraint on productivity. Through this mechanism, the model can simulate decreases in range
condition due to excessive herbivory. If grazing is excessive, root biomass will decline relative to
the expected value and consequently, basal cover, and thus maximal shoot biomass will decline.
When grazing pressure is alleviated, root growth increases relative to the expected value, basal
cover increases, and consequently, so does aboveground productivity. Importantly, rangeland
recovery takes time. 

Nitrogen Cycling and Decomposition Submodel

A decomposition and nitrogen cycling submodel simulates the breakdown of dead plant
materials and animal feces and urine, and the formation and turnover of soil organic matter
(SOM). The decomposition submodel is based upon the CENTURY model (Parton et al. 1987,
1993). Inorganic nitrogen (ammonium and nitrate) is released (mineralized) from decomposing
materials if substrate nitrogen concentration is higher than the N concentration of microbial
biomass. Mineral N is taken up from the soil (immobilized) if substrate nitrogen concentration is
lower than microbial N concentration.

Nitrogen in plant tissues consumed by herbivores is recycled as either urine or feces. It is
assumed that 50% of N flows to feces and 50 % to urine. The undigestible fraction of carbon
intake flows to feces. Fecal C and N are partitioned to structural and metabolic litter. Urine N
flows to inorganic N (ammonium and nitrate).

Herbivory Submodel

Forage intake rate responds to forage biomass according to a functional response (Part 3,



this report). Below 2 g/m  forage is ungrazable. This refugia is critical in situations of heavy2

grazing as it allows the plants to persist, albeit at a very low biomass density. As forage biomass
increases, forage intake rate increases, with intake rate eventually reaching a maximal value. A
type I response is used, which linearly increases from 0 at 2 g/m  forage biomass up to the2

maximal intake rate at some saturating value of forage biomass. Bison  forage intake rate is
maximal at 156 g/m  forage biomass and above (Hudson and Frank 1987) while for elk it is2

maximal at 92 g/m  (based upon Wickstrom et al. 1984, Hudson and Watkins 1986). While the2

functional response is important because it predicts forage intake rate, it is also important for
plants because it, together with herbivore density, determines total offtake and thus grazing
intensity. A maximal forage intake rate of 3.5% of body weight per day was used for both bison
and elk. Peden et al. (1974) cite a reference where 3.5-6% per day intake was observed in wisent
(Boroski 1967).  Feist (2000) suggested 3% is the maximal intake rate for bison, based upon data
from beef cattle. Watkins et al. (1991) observed 2.7-3.1% per day intake rates in elk. Model
values were set at 3.5%, which resulted in simulated maximal intake rates of 3-3.1% averaged for
the population. The maximal intake is only achieved for a very brief period during summer,
declining during fall and winter to a minimum at the beginning of spring (Part 3, this report).
Forage intake rate declines with decreasing forage quality due to increased rumen retention time
(Feist 2000).

Forage intake rate is affected by snow. Above a certain snow depth, intake rate declines
linearly with increasing depth. Carbyn (1993) observed that snow had no effect on bison foraging
below 40 cm depth, while foraging essentially impossible above 75 cm snow depth. For
Yellowstone bison, it was necessary to parameterize the function so that snow has no effect
below 50 cm depth. Above 50 cm, intake rate declines to 15% of the maximum at 85 cm, and it
declined to zero at 150 cm (Coughenour 2005b). Snow has not effect on elk intake rate below 30
cm depth, then it decreases intake to 15% of the maximum at 65 cm depth and to zero at 85 cm
depth.  

Once forage intake rate is calculated, it is partitioned among plant types and tissue types
as affected by preferences and relative availabilities. Diet composition is modeled using dietary
preference weights specified by plant type and tissue type, similar to Ellis et al. (1976). The
preference weights are multiplied by forage biomass densities and the products are summed and
normalized to give a sum of dietary fractions totaling 1.0. Preference weights were calibrated so
that simulated diets closely matched observed diets.  

Ungulate Spatial Distribution Submodel

The herbivore spatial distribution submodel dynamically simulates animal distributions
over the simulated landscape or region. Essentially, it is a dynamic habitat selection model. There
are two common approaches for modeling habitat selection. One is to model habitat suitability or
habitat effectiveness as a function of key habitat variables. Habitat suitability models have been
in use for decades (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1981 ). The second is what has come to be
known as resource selection functions (Manley et al. 2002 , Boyce et al. 2003 , Olexa et al.
2003), which are basically logistic regressions (Keating and Cherry 2004). Here, the habitat
suitability approach was taken because it is more intuitive and it has been successfully used in



SAVANNA in many applications. 

The approach is to compute the habitat suitability index (HSI) of each grid-cell each
week. This index is a dimensionless scalar where 0 indicates no use, and 1.0 indicates maximum
preference. The HSI’s are summed up across all grid cells and normalized so they sum to 1.0.
Then animals in the population or herd is distributed according to the normalized HSI. The
habitat suitability index of a grid-cell is affected by 0-1 scalar functions of preference-weighted
forage biomass, green herbaceous biomass, snow depth, slope, tree cover, range location, and
humans. Importantly, what is being modeled here is suitability for foraging, since forage intake
rate is multiplied by animal density to determine offtake. Use of forests for bedding, for example,
is not represented here. It is also important to realize that what is being modeled is distribution on
a weekly time-step, that is, the time-integrated use of an area over a week This is much different
than modeling individual movements and habitat selection at time steps of a day or less.

HSI = F(forage)×F(green herb)×F(snow)
×min[F(slope),F(elevation), F(tree cover)]

×F(range location)×F(humans)×F(random variable)

 The forage function simply takes the value of the sum of the products of dietary
preference weights times forage biomass over all dietary items in the grid-cell. If forage biomass
was the only variable in the HSI equation and dietary preference weights were not used, the
animal distribution would be in direct proportion to forage abundance, which is also known as
matching, or an ideal, free distribution (Senft et al. 1987). The inclusion of the dietary preference
weight causes animals to be distributed more heavily towards locations with preferred food
items. The function of green herbaceous biomass (Figures 2,3) represents selection for a greater
abundance of green biomass. It is known, for example, that elk follow a wave of green up as it
moves upslope during snowmelt in the Spring (Frank and McNaughton 1992). The function has a
small non-zero value even with zero green biomass so that with zero green biomass, distributions
will still be affected by the distributions of total forage biomass. 

The effect of snow depth for elk was set based upon previous modeling and literature
review (Coughenour 1994, Coughenour and Singer 1996b). The effect of snow on bison habitat
selection was calibrated to attain realistic distributions. It was found that deep snow would have
to be tolerated in order for bison to winter in places such as Hayden and Pelican Valleys. 

The minimum of the slope, elevation, shade cover, and thicket cover effects is taken,
hypothesizing that any one of these effects can override the others. For example, if the slope is
too steep it doesn’t matter what the cover is, and if cover is unsuitable it doesn’t matter what the
slope is. The effect of slope is parameterized to reflect the fact that bison prefer gentle or level
topography (Barmore 2003), but do make use of slope up to 25% (Figure 2, Table 1). Elk are less
constrained by topography, making use of slopes as steep as 45% (Figure 3, Table 1), based upon
an unpublished habitat preference analysis by K. Symonds and F. Singer. The tree cover effect is
used to express a preference by bison for open areas (Figure 3). Bison may use woodlands, but
much less frequently that open grasslands. No tree cover effect is used for elk since they
commonly use woodlands, especially during summer. Note that these functions are calculated



based upon tree cover for 1 km or 500 m grid-cells. It is common for these large grid-cells to be
only partly covered by trees, so these grid-cells should not be excluded. Also, the forage function
will have an overriding effect on distribution, so if there is more forage in grassland grid-cells,
the outcome will be an avoidance of trees. 

Elevation was used to affect elk distributions during summer (Figure 3, Table 1). This
proved to be necessary to simulate observed densities of elk during summer in Hayden Valley
(Olenicki and Irby 2003). This area has a high biomass of forage and is otherwise a highly
suitable habitat, yet elk densities are relatively low. Similarly, some explanation is necessary for
elk avoidance of the lower elevation winter range during summer. Causes could include
avoidance of insects, avoidance of waterlogged ground, or avoidance of predators. However,
little is known about these factors so a simple elevation surrogate sufficed.     

A uniform random variate (0.8-1.0) is introduced that prevents animals from attaining an
ideal free (ie. perfect) distribution. There are many reasons why animals may not achieve a
perfect distribution such as imperfect knowledge of resource distributions, physical
inaccessibility, and time lags for travel. 

The range function is a binary 0 or 1 that represents whether the grid-cell is in or out of
the population’s range.  Population ranges may be an outcome of knowledge, behavioral density
regulation, primary wintering and rutting areas, physical barriers, or geographical constraints on
interchange between subpopulations but none of these factors are represented explicitly.  Range 
maps are prescribed to take effect at different times of the year, and to vary over years. For
example winter and summer ranges may be specified, and for bison they may change over time
due to range expansion (Chapter 7). 

After animals are distributed according to the HSI, the model checks to see if densities
are either above a behavioral maximum or below a behavioral minimum. The maximum and
minimum values are applied to represent social aspects of animal behavior. Maximum values
represent behavioral spacing or “mobile territories”. Minimum values represent tendencies for
group or herd formation as opposed to solitary habits. Maximum densities for bison and elk were
set based upon aerial survey data (Taper et al. 2000, Hess 2002 , Coughenour and Singer 1996a).
Higher values were used for bison during the rutting season (Table 1). Given both species tend to
occur in herds or groups, minimum values were merely set to prevent the occurrence of
extremely low densities on a weekly basis (Table 1). Animals in excess of the maximum density
or below the minimum density are redistributed according to the HSI of cells with densities
below the maximum. 


